
ANALYSIS:  ANDREW CARNEGIE





UNIT 2 - DAY 4        

BIG BUSINESS & 
THE ROBBER BARONS



new inventions create new 
markets & consumer needs

raw materials (oil, coal, steel) are 

in high demand

INDUSTRIALIZATION OPENS THE 
DOOR FOR NEW FIRMS & PROFITS

which leads to...

business ideas of entrepreneurs 
begin to become reality



the age of big business
Period that saw the creation of American 

MEGA-BUSINESSES, labor UNIONS, 
corporate CORRUPTION, and FEDERAL 

REGULATION of business in America

set up a foundation from which sprang the modern 
American corporate infrastructure urban workers

KEY components of the era
defined the idea of American success thru self-reliance, 
hard work ethic, and individual responsibility

forever altered the American socio-economic hierarchy



social 
darwinism

competition in the market leads to 
“natural selection” for firms

Based on “survival of the fittest”, 
it’s the idea that fueled big business

The best survive and dominate, the 
worst go bankrupt and die off
in order to work properly, outside 
influences must keep out (no gov)

Survival depends on several things:
hard work

innovation & adaptability
shrewd decision-making





AND SO, NOW LET’S LOOK AT

the BIG 

BUSINESSMEN



ANDREW 
CARNEGIE

by 1899, made more steel than ALL 
of UK

Penniless Scottish immigrant who 
made his fortune in STEEL

Vertical Integration

Started the Carnegie Steel Company

Perfected several techniques

buying out/controlling his suppliers 
to control production & costs
Horizontal Consolidation
buying out and merging w/ competitors



JP Morgan &
john d. Rockefeller

Businessmen who, unlike Carnegie, 
did everything they could to control 
their industries (legal or illegal)
JP Morgan (US STEEL)
Morgan’s US Steel was a HOLDING 
COMPANY (a co. created only to 
buy out stocks of competing cos.)

JD Rockefeller (STANDARD OIL)
JD ran Standard Oil as a TRUST 
(illegal business where firm is split 
into many separate cos. w/ stock)

1901 - Morgan buys out Carnegie Steel

led to Standard becoming a MONOPOLY





Americans began to criticize 
corporate corruption & greed

Big Businessmen wanted to repair 

their image

in the american economy, most 
was controlled by very few

which leads to...

But Americans distrust Big Business



the “robber barons”
DEROGATORY term given to BIG 

BUSINESSMEN that harked back to the 
RUTHLESS FEUDAL LORDS of the 

MIDDLE AGES

They made HUGE profits, but hiked prices, paid workers 
VERY little, and kept profits for themselves

FACTORS LEADING TO THE NAME
Carnegie produced 80% of the nation’s steel, 
Rockefeller controlled 90% of US oil production

However, the barons donated MILLIONS to philanthropy





federal regulation 
of big business

Growing # of illegal monopolies & 
trusts led to tighter gov oversight

Sherman Antitrust Act
law declared trusts illegal

Difficulties with the Sherman Act
It didn’t clearly define a “TRUST”
companies would dissolve the trust & 
form monopolies to keep control

it was nearly impossible to enforce

S.C. refused to enforce it, threw out 
cases as UNCONSTITUTIONAL



 1) The 3 big businessmen we discussed

2) Monopolies and trusts

3) The “Robber Barons”

CLOSURE

Write THREE things you 

learned today about:


